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PROJECT RATIONALE
Relevant magazine reaches a creative, cultural, motivated, and
influential audience of young professionals and college students.
The audience is equally balanced between men and women,
between the ages of 18-35 years.
The article I chose discusses the lack of quality education in
our world and how learning empowers people to live to their
fullest potential. The final illustration depicts a theme of living
to one’s fullest potential and portrays hidden opportunities. The
idea of hidden opportunities is represented by a globe which is
mostly hidden by water (a reference to ‘the tip of the iceberg’).
The person on top of the mountains represents individuals who
lack education and may not realize there is a whole world to be
discovered beyond what they presently know. They have opened
a book which represents the beginning of knowledge and further
education. The illustration spans across the fold and was designed
to draw the viewer in and direct them to the article itself. I used
a limited colour palette in order to maintain a clear focal point. I
also didn’t want the article title to compete with the illustration so I
kept it simple and tied the colour in with the image.
FULL ARTICLE: http://www.relevantmagazine.com/reject-apathy/
poverty/features/20075-beyond-fourth-grade
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tudies have shown that for
every year of schooling
someone has, there is a corresponding 10 percent increase
in that person’s wages. In East
Africa, a person with at least
some secondary schooling is
significantly less likely to con-

lives of those in need—then we
must note the lack of education in our world.
Danae and I had the chance
to connect with some missionary friends in Uganda not long
ago. Over a meal one evening,
they shared how they connect
evangelism and development. “One without the other
doesn’t really make sense,” they
explained it. It’s like trying to
clap with one hand.
Vocational training is part
of this couple’s ministry, along
with Bible training, worship
services and church planting. In other words, they are
educating people—empowering them with the knowledge
needed to start their own
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tract HIV than someone with
no formal education.
On the other hand, a lack of
quality education keeps people
entrenched in poverty.
Of the more than 800
million illiterate adults in our
world today, approximately
70 percent live in some of the
world’s most impoverished
areas—namely, sub-Saharan
Africa and East and South
Asia. If you live in America or
Western Europe, you are likely
to receive five or six more years
of formal schooling than the
typical person living in sub-Saharan Africa. If we want to
combat poverty—or we hope
to see long-term, sustainable
development improving the
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